Photobooks
50 hours / text by Dorothea Lynch ; photographs by Eugene Richards
   DHT 8609
American photographs / Walker Evans ; with an essay by Lincoln Kirstei
   DHT 1055
In the American West / by Richard Avedon
   DHT 198 OS
Deep South / Sally Mann
   DHT 10072 OS
Diane Arbus
   DHT 7759 OVERSIZE
Family / Lee Friedlander
   DHT 9676
America and other work / Andres Serrano
   DHT 10042 OS
Daughter of art history : photographs / by Yasumasa Morimura
   DHT 10270
Attracted to light / Mike & Doug Starn
   DHT 9517
Cindy Sherman : the complete untitled film stills
   DHT 9401
Only skin deep : changing visions of the American self / edited by Coco Fusco and Brian Wallis
   DHT 9394
Tony Mendoza : photographs, words, video
   DHT 9512
Women seeing women : a pictorial history of women's photography from Julia Margaret Cameron to Annie
   DHT 9331 OS
Twins / Mary Ellen Mark
   DHT 9392 OS
Weegee : naked New York
   DHT 8549
The black female body : a photographic history / Deborah Willis, Carla Williams
   DHT 9155
Dolron, Desiree
   DHT 10286 OS
Hido, House Hunting
   DHT 11394 OS
Issa, Iranian Photography Now
   DHT 11394 OS
Iturbide, Hasselblad Award 2008
DHT 12069

Uelsmann, Twenty-five years
DHT 3354

Riefenstahl, Schoenheit in Olumpischen Kampf
DHT 2792

Lange, Photographs of a Lifetime
DHT 1971

Atget, Work of Atget vol. 4
DHT 184

Curtis, Native Nations
DHT 6958 OS

Carroll, Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland
DHT 11840

Quinnell, Mouthpiece
DHT 11055

Fuss, Adam Fuss
DHT 8467

Parke-Harrison, Architect’s Brother
DHT 9168.1 OS

Weems, Carrie Mae Weems
DHT 11069

Artists’ books
Walking Middletown, by Red Charming, 2002 UNCAT
Thrift Store by Red Charming, 2003, UNCAT
Nina Rose & Me by Alicia Golden, 1995 UNCAT
Slept in Beds, by Zachary Lipez, 2003
Silver Ghosts Kneeling in Turnips by Nancy Rosseu
Wrongly Bodied Two, by Clarissa Sligh, 2004, N7433.4 S55 W76x, 2004
Colfax Day & Night by Laura Russell, N7433.4 R87 C64
Throwing Three Balls... by John Baldesarri (Lippard Collection) N6537 B191